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From the Editor

H
ello readers! I am Mike Fabrizius, the incoming editor for AHIA’s 
professional journals. Earlier this year, I retired from my professional 
career as a healthcare internal auditor and leader. The opportunity to 
become part of AHIA’s dedicated mission to advance the healthcare 

internal auditing profession was personally compelling and irresistible.

My predecessor, Ken Spence, has moved on to full retirement. After many years 
as a practitioner and department leader at a major academic medical center, Ken 
concluded his career with a 12-year stint as AHIA’s professional journal editor. 
Among his many accomplishments he took a black and white New Perspectives 
publication to a high level of excellence, which has been recognized with many 
respected journalism awards. He launched Digital Insights, our sister publication to 
New Perspectives, to provide a new digital-only format.

Ken has clearly been a remarkable healthcare internal audit professional, and has 
left a legacy for me to continue. I have known Ken for many years, and have not 
been surprised by his graciousness and sharing attitude in helping me shorten my 
learning curve. Thank you, Ken!

As internal audit practitioners, we can easily become immersed in the day-to-day 
demands and expectations of our jobs. Scheduling, planning, executing tests, 
meeting milestones, making presentations and reporting results can become all-
consuming activities. Little of our time may be left to identify and obtain necessary 
education, resources and networking to advance our knowledge, skills and abilities.

Because our profession and the healthcare industry continue to rapidly 
evolve, we must regularly engage in professional development. Regulatory, 
organizational, operational, technological and clinical service delivery demands 
challenge our industry and continue to pose novel risks to our organizations. 
New expectations, tools and techniques require us to engage in ongoing growth 
and development.

To remain a relevant influence, we need the help of a community of experienced 
professionals who come together to share tools, knowledge and insight on how to as-
sess and evaluate risk in healthcare’s complex and dynamic environment. This is where 
AHIA, as our professional organization, fills a key role for healthcare internal auditors.

Our journals should deliver useful, cutting edge and insightful content to you, 
our dues-paying AHIA members. AHIA publications should be your first and best 
source of professional information. This is my vision for New Perspectives and 
Digital Insights.

I am excited as my career journey brings me to overall 
responsibility for overseeing AHIA publications as a portion 
of the continuing professional education of our membership. 
Please reach out to me with your comments and suggestions. 
Your ideas about article topics and knowledgeable authors are 
welcomed. Contact me at Mike.Fabrizius@gmail.com and (410) 
707-3274. 
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